Introduction
• In everyday conversation speakers communicate pragmatic and discourse meaning
Reliability test
Fleiss' multi-rater's kappa agreement scores are much above a chance level: ordinary untrained listeners ' In everyday conversation, speakers communicate pragmatic and discourse meaning through the prosodic form assigned to an utterance.
• Prosody is encoded in the acoustic signal in suprasegmental properties and also influences the acoustic realization of segmental features within words.
• Listeners must attend to the acoustic cues to prosodic form to fully recover the speaker's intended meaning.
Goals of this study:
1 to identify the acoustic cues for prosodic prominence and their individual and joint ordinary, untrained listeners perception of prominence is systematic and reliable.
Acoustic measurements
• Acoustic measures are extracted from stressed vowels to hold stress information constant • Stress indentified according to the ISLE dictionary. 
Syntagmatic normalization
Raw acoustic measures are z-normalized in the local context within an tt of prominence as a single cue; overall intensity shows up as a major cue for prominence only when syntagmatically normalized (syn_3V: 7.9%, syn_5V: 10.3%, syn_3W: 9.3%) Discussion and conclusion 1 . Untrained ordinary listeners do perceive prosodic prominence systematically and reliably.
2 When listeners perceive prominence they may or may not employ s x x g = American English spontaneous speech (Pitt et al., 2007 ). 2. 97 undergraduates at UIUC marked the locations of prominences and boundaries while listening to speech excerpts based only on auditory impression in real time. 3. After transcription tasks, each word was assigned probabilistic P(rominence) -and B(oundary) -scores depending on the number of transcribers who marked a word as prominent or as followed by a juncture.
utterance.
Target vowel is located at the center. Domain size: 3 and 5 vowels, 3 words, and 3 stressed vowels
Statistical analyses
Simple and stepwise multiple linear regressions of the acoustic measures as Pscores
Results

2.
When listeners perceive prominence, they may or may not employ normalization methods in the processing of the acoustic cues depending on the characteristics of each acoustic cue; listeners must be attentive to raw durations as well as changes in loudness in a local context within a utterance.
3. The 5 top most important cues to prominence can account for a sizable portion of the total variation of listeners' perception of prominence (24.4%).
4. Perceived prominence can be predicted by combinations of acoustic measures but there is not a single acoustic measure that emerges as the 0.9
B-scores
Total variation in P-scores accounted for based on acoustic measures measures but there is not a single acoustic measure that emerges as the primary cue.
5. In perceiving prominence, listeners attend to local changes in overall intensity and F0 max, but duration is a robust cue to prosody, with or without contextual normalization. 
